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FIELD OF STUDY

ABSTRACT

Mechanical Engineering

Gears are essential to the global economy. Gears are
used in nearly all applications where power transmission is
required, such as SUVs, heavy trucks, helicopters, and marine
vessels.

DISSERTATION TOPIC

This research established the gear curvature theory for
a three rigid body system. Tracing a random selected point’s
trajectories under the three rigid body’s pure rolling with
coincident instant centers generates two curves. Such curves
are conjugate to each other, which can be used as tooth
profiles for gears in order to transmit a smooth motion with no
extra clearance or interference. The generating point’s
location will decide the conjugate curves’ relative curvature,
which will further decide the pair of gears’ Hertzian contact
stress. The gear curvature theory offers a systematic
methodology to locate all the possible generating points in
order to find new conjugate curves with desired Hertzian
contact stress.

Gear Curvature Theory
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Gear tooth profiles with lower contact stress and larger
load carrying capacity can be found in less design iteration,
comparing with traditional tooth contact analysis. The gear
curvature theory can be used to design tooth profiles for
different types of gears, such as spur gear, non-circular gear,
bevel gear, and spiral bevel gear. Applications in gearing and
rotor pump are offered to prove and verify the gear curvature
theory.

